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In our family we barely keep the goldfish alive, in fact we buried someone last week instead of returning to the aquarium store, however, I'm loading the desktop wallpaper of animated fish on the family computer. This wallpaper displays goldfish in a life-like tang just on your desktop - without having to worry about feeding it or keeping your tank clean. Unlike some animated aquarium apps I've seen, this one
doesn't feature cartoon fish and cheesy aquarium plants. Your desktop has become a beautifully rendered pool of water that you are looking down on, and you watch goldfish swim in a photorealistic tang from above. It's very clever, and very effective. To install the app, download the executable file and double-click on it. It's very polite to ask if you want to place your wallpaper background, then it will do so.
Other elements of your desktop theme -- sounds, window colors, icons, etc. -- are unaffected. To turn off the wallpaper, right-click the fish icon in your system tray and select Exit, then right-click on your desktop and select a theme. The program will run automatically when you restart your computer (if you don't want it to, just reduce when it wants to place your wallpaper). Animated Fish Desktop wallpaper
has found a house on my system. If you want to add a touch of cravings to your Windows desktop, download this wonderful freebie.--Kim Saccio Kent note: When you buy something after clicking on the link in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for details. Put the goldfish in tight on your desktop with this beautifully animated wallpaper. Gorgeous Animation adds
whimsy to your desktop app using system resources while running, your mileage may vary by logging into most carriers until late April or early May, but that doesn't mean you can enjoy a few minor features of the phone now. Galaxy S4 wallpapers, ringtones and even the latest Sound S APK are now yours to download. These S4-related goodies come to us courtesy of SamMobile, which manages to get
its hands on the dump of the Galaxy S4 system. While the site has yet to dump available just yet, they are pulling off a few features and making them available to us now. The 7 new high resolution wallpapers and S4 ringtones are good rewards, but the most exciting of these new S Sound APK items. The Voice S APK has already been tested on several Samsung devices such as the Galaxy Note 2 and
Galaxy S3, and it looks like it's working without a hit. According to the tests, it simply doesn't play with AOSP-based ROMs, though. There's a lot of love about Samsung's upcoming flagship smartphone, and having these few things gives us a small taste of what's in store for us in the coming months. Are you excited for the Samsung Galaxy S4 or are you absolutely content with your phone already
shaking? Tagged: SamsungSamsung Galaxy S You get - and when? And what about President Trump? What, you're the one who Benefit companies that supply EV manufacturers or develop technology to support infrastructure and autonomous driving. This article features excerpts from Baron's 10 favorite stocks for 2021. Click here to see the full list. (AAPL) was a potter in 2020. Its shares have climbed
74%, to the recent $128, on their way to a world-leading 2.Beijing targeting the e-commerce giant and one of its founders. Regulators are likely to go after other companies as well. The state teachers retirement system from Ohio cut back on Apple and Tesla stocks in the third quarter, and bought more shares of GM and Alibaba.Investor's upcoming DailyDow Jones business: As the stock market rally
pauses near the top, Apple stands, while Microsoft figures. Taiwan Toxic and Qualcomm shares a big hat to watch. He's demanding a $2,000 payment, but Congress has said nine DailyLockheed business investor Martin Shares is forming a base as the defense giant gains the top developer of space and rocket technology. As investors look ahead to an uncertain year, one thing stock analysts seem
assured about is that we're in for more market volatility in 2021.Business investor DailySupercharged New Stock taps demand for electric cars. Here's what the fundamentals and technical analysis have to say about buying New shares now. (Bloomberg) - Billionaire Elon Musk said it's impossible to take a private Tesla company now even though he'd like to spend more time in innovation. The duties of
Tesla's public company are a much bigger factor, but privatization is now (oh) impossible, Musk said in response to a tweet, saying he should optimize his time in areas such as innovation. Engineering, design &amp; general company operations absorb vast majority of my mind &amp; are the fundamental limitation on doing more. Tesla shares, included in the S&amp;P 500 index this week, have rose eight
times this year ahead of the added benchmark measure. Profit doubles the progress of the next best performer on the gauge. The share price jump also generated millionaires among its investors, driving musk's net worth by $132.2 billion to $159.7 billion, making him the world's second-richest person, according to the Bloomberg Billionaires Index.Bloomberg Wealth: Tesla investors who are now
millionaire Mossack also said Starlink, SpaceX sprouting the internet space business, is likely to be a candidate in its group. It would be reasonably predictable echoing similar comments from the company's chairman to investors earlier this year. Space exploration technologies company has already launched more than 240 satellites to build Starlink, President Gavin Shotwell said at a private investor event
in February. A listing gives investors a chance to buy into one of the most promising operations within the closely held company. At the moment we are a private company, but Starlink is the right kind of business that we can go ahead and make public, he said. To this point, it had limited ways to have a piece of SpaceX that has become one of america's richest investment-backed companies by dominating
the commercial rocket industry. In addition to a contract from NASA for a version of its next-generation Starship spacecraft that could land astronauts on the moon in 2024, SpaceX also has an agreement with a Japanese entrepreneur to fly privately around the moon in 2023. Musk said earlier this month that he would be ready to launch his first Starship flight to Mars in 2026. For more articles like this,
please put us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted source of business news.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.Investor Business DailyExxon Mobil has prioritized maintaining its dividend while oil prices remain low. Is Exxon shares a good buy? Two ARK funds received massive input Wednesday, outsped only by the much larger SPDR S&amp;P 500 ETF. The decade-long battery
maker became public with a merger at SPAC in November. Since then its shares have increased significantly. Why is it a bit of a mystery? DailyGE's business investor turnaround is winning over more believers on Wall Street, and the Boeing 737 Max is returning to service soon. Do General Electric shares buy now? Last Thursday, Dabibit made news by introducing the call, putting options at the cost of a
$100,000 strike. Relaxing in retirement doesn't mean you should get lax with your score. The event happened just a week after the leading cryptocurrency broke $24,000.DailyAh business investor, Carnival. His name smiles, and some cruise lines are resumed. So is this a good time or a bad time to invest in carnival? (Bloomberg) -- There's a new champion in the battle for bragging rights at the top of the
$5.3 trillion exchange fund industry, while a familiar Lagarde is seeing her cut from shrinking the U.S. market toward a record low. Vanguard's band is on track to beat BlackRock inc. in attracting ETF streams for the first time since 2013, with a record $194 billion so far in 2020, according to data compiled by Bloomberg. The world's largest asset manager defrauded $113 billion, while State Street Corp was
third place with $32 billion. The Boston-based company's market share is declining for the fifth straight year after the $29 billion withdrawal from its crown jewel -- the $324 billion SPDR S&amp;P 500 TRUST ETF (SPY ticker). In a year that saw shock waves of epidemics through global financial markets, Vanguard and BlackRock vaulted ahead of rivals in luring cash for their ETFs. Both asset managers are
partly content with their popularity with financial advisers and their presence in the model portfolio, which helped fund the bundle-ready strategies. State Street has not seen the same level of success, given that costs are relatively high in some of its top funds, according to CFRA research by Todd Rosenblatt.While SPY is among the most profitable products partly due to its cost ratio of 0.095%, BlackRock
is $234 billion Core S&amp;P 500 ETF (ticker IVV) and the $174 billion Vanguard S&amp;P 500 ETF (ticker VOO) each charge only 0.03%. As most retail and wealth management investors have joined the ETF market, State Street has missed out on a good chunk of those entries, said Rosenbluth, CFRA's head of mutual fund and ETF research. They are late to bring down pricing for products that are used
as building blocks from the investor's portfolio. But streams alone won't tell the full story of state street funds open this year, according to Matt Bartholney, head of research at SPDR Americas. SPY is the most active ETF traded -- a situation cemented in 2020. We saw a significant increase in trading volume throughout the year, particularly in periods of volatility.Investors gravitational towards our suites
when they need more liquidity. Another highlight of the year was the booming demand for leveraged and niche products. Ark Innovation ETF (ARKK ticker) has become the largest actively managed fund, with Cathie Wood Inc. posting year-to-date input of $18.8 billion. Smaller exporters like ProShares, First Trust and Direxion also climbed the ranks.You will definitely continue to see innovation coming from
smaller exporters, said Gillian DelSignore, director at Lakefront Consulting. You have this cluster of industry that is nipping on the heels of much larger exporters. Vanguard's consumption increased by converting some of its joint fund clients into lower-cost ETF stocks, trading totaling $37 billion by the end of November, according to a Vanguard spokesperson. Ongoing flows to those funds showcase the
purchase and holding of vanguard's typical investor -- financial advisers and wealth managers, according to Citigroup's Scott Kronette. While BlackRock is also popular with that investor collection, its ETFs -- which tend to be very liquid -- are often used as trading tools, the analyst said. When investors wanted to easily and easily access market opportunities anywhere in the world, they turned to iShares,
according to a BlackRock spokesperson. Those funds have repeatedly shown their versatility and resilience this year, he said. For a few analysts, it remains unclear whether the gap between the two top ETFs and the rest of the package will continue to widen in 2021. Bloomberg News reported earlier this month that State Street is exploring options for its asset management business - including a merger
with a competitor - to gain scale, according to people familiar with the matter. The pie is growing and State Street is taking some cuts, a State Street representative declined to comment on the article. Rosenblath CFRA said. That could have been attractive to a smaller ETF provider or a company that is outside looking to break into the ETF market. For more articles like this, please visit us at
bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted source of business news.©2020 Bloomberg
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